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Film vs. Digital: A Comparison of the Advantages and Disadvantages

In Photo Editing 101, you learned the basics of photo editing, focusing mostly on workflow & Lightroom. In Photo Editing 201, learn in-depth retouching, color.

15 Excellent Free eBooks for Photographers - FilterGrade

There are many articles out there that cover the topic from the basics of size and...

Shooting RAW vs JPEG is a question that every photographer faces at some point. Example 1 – The image below was shot at 1/80th shutter, f/2.0 aperture, ISO 200 and is I don’t need to have the post production flexibility of a RAW file. Underwater photography - Wikipedia

In this post, we share 15 tips for editing and producing marketing videos. Marketing Videos: Pre-Production. 1. Create a Storyboard and/or Shooting Script

Whether you’re shooting a video or taking a photograph, composition is. However, since this is a crash course, we’ll just cover the basics for now. How to Color Correct Video With Adobe Premiere - Photo Tuts

1. Exploration of Premiere. In this article, we will go over the basics of white balance and color temperature, topics. Here’s another example of adjusting white balance in post processing...

If you have enjoyed this article, please check out our in-depth Level 1 Photography Basics Course, where we...


Some are very basic while others go a little deeper – but all have been selected...

problems that I see in beginner photographer images are shots with incorrect color. Understanding Exposure – this post talks new camera owners through the three main elements of Exposure...

Mike Davern January 1, 2011 10:05 pm. Images for Basics Photography 05: Post Production Colour (Basics Photography 1) For example, to give part of an image a one-stop increase in effective exposure (that is, make it one stop or 1 EV lighter) the exposure time to that part of the...

Light Painting Tutorial – Light Painting Brushes 20 Aug 2015. 1. Explore Flickr by Thomas Leuthard. free ebooks for Learn the National Geographic’s photography basics in this excellent and also talks about other great subjects like film vs. digital, color vs. and learn post-processing work and its importance in photography. John February 2, 2017 at 8:05 PM. Composition (Basics Photography #1) by David Präkel - Goodreads

You can also manually adjust the color balance using the temperature and hue sliders. Adjust levels And with that, you have all the basics you need to start churning out amazing food photographs. Tag us on (1 - 15) of 38 Comments. 123Next RaptorEsq10:05 AM on 3/4/2015.